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Measuring powder properties

As a result, finding in vitro methods to measure a
number of powder properties that correlate with
performance can enhance the industry’s ongoing
learning process and may be essential for successful
commercial production. Powder characterization
techniques such as powder rheometry, which has
proven itself an excellent method for quantifying aer-
ation and fluidization behavior, therefore, provides an
important tool for understanding and controlling dry
powder performance.

Multi-faceted powder characterization
For DPI powders, properties that correlate with cer-
tain aspects of behavior, such as aerosolization dur-
ing inhaler use, for example, may not adequately
capture other aspects of performance such as dosing
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Characterization of DPI
formulations using a powder
rheometer helps developers
understand volumetric dosing
and aerosolization
performance

Achieving consistent behavior of powders for inhala-
tion, especially during dosing and aerosolization, pre-
sents a unique engineering challenge for the pharma-
ceutical industry, in part because the industry lacks a
thorough understanding of the mechanisms that
underpin successful drug delivery. Methods such as
angle of repose, Hausner ratio, and Carr’s Index all
provide some insight into the behavior of micronized
pharmaceutical powders but have limitations in their
reproducibility, sensitivity, and ability to capture
diverse aspects of behavior, especially with respect to
characterizing the response of a formulation to air.

Micronized powders under 5 �m, such as typical
active ingredients in the fine particle dose (FPD) of dry
powder inhalation formulations, tend to be highly
cohesive as the result of strong forces of attraction
between particles. Such powders rarely flow freely and
often tend to aggregate, so one of the core problems
facing DPI formulators involves the delivery of parti-
cles within the required size range when the properties
of such powders make both dosing and dispersion
problematic. Given that the vast majority of DPIs rely
on energy supplied by the patient’s inhalation to dis-
perse the drug, formulators must have a thorough
understanding of the amount of energy cohering the
particles in order to ensure that the patient can supply
enough energy to overcome those bonds.
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uniformity during manufacture. Different powder
properties may have greater relevance for some
applications than for others, making a comprehen-
sive approach to powder measurement the most pro-
ductive because it accelerates identification of the
key variables for any given process or unit operation.

Universal powder testers that incorporate a range of
test methodologies—shear, bulk, and dynamic mea-
surement—therefore afford the truest insight into the
nature of a formulation and its likely behavior. These
instruments supply information gathered from three
different types of testing to create a complete picture
of powder behavior under various conditions.

Measurement of bulk properties such as compressibil-
ity, permeability, and density reveals basic informa-
tion about the underlying characteristics of a material
that can prove useful for equipment design. Shear test-
ing, which quantifies the strength of particle-particle
interactions through measurement of the force
required to shear one powder plane against another, is
especially relevant for testing cohesive powders but is
much less suitable for more free-flowing materials. In
addition, shear testing characterizes powders only in
the consolidated state and cannot provide information
about the behavior of aeratedmaterials.

Dynamic powder testing, on the other hand, has the
ability to perform extremely sensitive measurements
across the full spectrum of cohesiveness. This
methodology precisely records the axial and rota-
tional forces required to induce and maintain a pre-
scribed flow pattern to give measures of flow energy
[1, 2]. With dynamic testing, analysts can characterize
samples in consolidated, conditioned, aerated, or
even fluidized states in order to directly study powder
flowability and the response of the formulation to air.

Together, these three techniques present a powerful
toolkit that efficiently supports the development of eas-
ily processed and high performingDPI formulations.

Formulating for volumetric dosing
accuracy
According to the results of a study performed re-
cently, several dynamic measures of flowability, spe-
cific energy (SE) and basic flow energy (BFE), pro-
vide information relevant to volumetric dosing,
which represents a key stage in the manufacture of
DPIs. The study involved a lab-scale dosing rig and
model powder mixtures consisting of corn starch
containing between 0 and 0.4% by weight of fumed
silica as a flow additive used to vary the powder’s
dynamic properties.

Volumetric dosing entails the extraction of a small
representative volume—as little as 0.05g—from a
powder bulk, for example, through the use of a dosing

plate drilled with a series of holes that are normally
blocked off at one end by tamping pins. As the dosing
plate rotates below the powder bed, material flows
into each hole or die, and the tamping pins compress
the powder to a closely controlled depth. After going
through several filling cycles to reach its target vol-
ume, the compacted powder plug ejects into a capsule
or other form of packaging as it rotates over a gap in
the tamping plate. Achieving consistent dose weights
relies on complete filling of the dies with a known vol-
ume of material having a constant bulk density.

Characterization using a powder rheometer showed a
direct correlation between process performance as
quantified by dose weight and SE (Figs.1a and 1b) and
between dose weight and BFE (data not shown). SE
affects how easily the powder flows when unconfined,
as when flowing into an empty die, for example, while
BFE reflects how the powder flows when subjected to
a compacting motion, such as when a tamping pin
pushes more powder into a semi-filled die.

The study found that materials with a low SE, which
flow easily when unconfined, do not move freely
under forcing conditions; however, the inclusion of the
flow additive at low concentrations reduced both flow
energy parameters. At low additive levels, the smaller
silica particles fit into the interstices of the cornstarch
and lubricate flow; however, at levels in excess of
around 0.1–0.2%, agglomerates of additive particles
begin to form, locking the powder and inhibiting flow.

Further analysis of the results reveals an additional
correlation between dose weight and a bulk parame-
ter, compressibility. To achieve a high and consistent
dose weight, compaction by the tamping pin should
ideally compress the entire powder plug to a consis-
tent bulk density. If a powder has high compressibil-
ity, then any compacting force tends to act locally,
consolidating the powder most densely in the region
directly below the pin face and causing the powder to
lock against the wall. The powder below this consoli-
dated layer tends to pack less densely so the dose
density will be inconsistent.

Conversely, less compressible powders efficiently
transmit axial compaction forces down through the
bed, resulting in a more homogeneous compression.
Here then, as compressibility decreases with increas-
ing flow additive concentration, the tamping process
becomes more efficient, and the dose weight consis-
tency increases.

Shear data also provides illuminating information for
volumetric dosing since it gives a direct measure of
the strength of the powder plug. At very low additive
concentrations, the corn starch exhibited high shear
strength and both cohesiveness and adhesiveness,
with a tendency to stick to the tamping pin (Fig. 1a).
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Because DPI formulations cannot include fumed sil-
ica, developers may use alternative materials such as
magnesium stearate or include additional fines to
modify dynamic properties. The same techniques
used in the cornstarch/fumed silica study can be
used to determine the potential impact of these addi-
tives on dosing performance.

Powder properties and effective
aerosolization
Attaching the active ingredient in a DPI formulation
to a larger carrier particle such as lactose can help the
powder mixture achieve the flowability necessary for
good manufacturing performance. In order to facili-
tate the detachment of the active from the carrier,
which is necessary for delivery to the lung, manufac-
turers often incorporate carrier fines into the blend.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain
how the addition of fines enhances the FPD [3].

Visualization studies of the fluidization process for a
DPI formulation using transparent capsules punc-
tured at one end to allow passage of the fluidizing air
suggest that two distinctly different mechanisms
contribute to the dispersion. In some cases, the bed
of powder fractures close to, but not specifically at,
the interface between the powder bed and the end of
the capsule where the air enters. At a certain air
velocity, the entire bed lifts as a plug and, as air
velocity increases, yields catastrophically into a
dense cloud of particles and agglomerates, causing
chaotic flow within the cloud and promoting parti-

At higher flow additive levels, shear strength falls,
and the ejection process becomes more successful;
but above a certain level, shear strength becomes so
low that the powder plug falls apart as it leaves the
die, leading to inefficient transfer to the packaging
(Fig. 1b).

Figure 2

Correlating fine particle dose with the dynamic
powder property, aerated flow energy
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Figure 1

Final dose weights shown are normalized against
the individual sample conditioned bulk density to
account for differences in density arising from the

introduction of increasing levels of silica.
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(a) Correlation of dose weight with specific energy

(b) Correlation of dose weight with shear strength
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cle/particle and particle/wall collisions. In sharp
contrast, fluidization in other cases proceeds by ero-
sion, with small pockets of particles gradually
entrained from the surface of the powder bed once
the air flow exceeds a specific velocity.

As the fines content increases, the powder’s aerated
flow energy, the energy required to induce flow in the
sample as air flows through it at a known rate, also
increases (Fig. 2). The relationship between fines
content and FPD is not linear: doubling the fines
content from 2.5 to 5% has a much greater impact
than raising it from 5 to 10.0%. However, the corre-
lation between FPD and aerated flow energy is both
linear and strong.

A detailed comparison of a range of characterization
data for the different blends shows that fines promote
cohesiveness, decreasing permeability and giving the
powder bed greater tensile strength. During activa-
tion of the DPI, this increased resistance to air flow
results in a significant pressure drop over the powder
plug that ultimately increases the intensity of the dis-
persion process. In this way, fluidization can be trans-
formed from a gradual process with steady powder
erosion to a more dramatic event involving bed frac-
ture and high energy rupture of the powder plug.

While various powder properties highlight the trend
towards greater cohesiveness, the aerated flow
energy parameter uniquely and precisely reflects
how these changes affect the formulation’s response
to air, which is the key issue for drug delivery. This
explains the strength of the correlation between aer-
ated flow energy and FPD, emphasizing the value of
dynamic powder characterization for this extremely
challenging application.
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